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CLASSIC
CULTURE
Minimalist makeup,
sophisticated cuts, and
elegant hair. It's all about the
polished look this time.

Cleaner to
Registered
S K I N Cnurse
ARE

ESSENTIALS
A list of must-have products
to keep your skin healthy
throughout the daily grind

Nimrod
Bacroya

CURATED
CHAOS
A tutorial by Isabel Bowen on
how to mix and match prints
like a seasoned pro

"Adequate language
training is usually the
solution but learning
should happen in a
conducive work
environment. "

N I M R O D

B A C R O Y A
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ABOUT NIMROD
Nimrod Bacroya is a
Registered Nurse in the
Philippines and in Finland. He
started his nursing career in
the Philippines as an
Emergency and Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) Nurse but was
recruited to Finland as a
cleaner through a recruitment
agency. Left puzzled and
uncertain of his future, he
worked hard on his own to get
his qualification as a
Registered Nurse with the
help of Arcada University of
Applied Sciences.
During his free time, he
enjoys making vlogs, watching
movies, playing computer
games and reading news
articles in Finnish language.
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NURSING CAREER
CROSSROAD
FROM SKILLED TO DESKILLED
Nimrod moved to Finland with uncertainties

Seeking Career Advancement

in his future nursing career. Only with
courage, he ventured to Finland imagining a

Nimrod narrates while working as a Registered

prosperous life. His decision to move to the

Nurse at the local tertiary hospital, he sought career

country was a bold step as he started his

advancement by enrolling in a Master's Degree

career

programme that would give him the right to teach

as

a

cleaner

with

so

many

precariousness

nursing students in the Philippines at the Mariano
Marcos State University (MMSU). However, he moved

After graduating Bachelor of Science in Nursing in

to Manila to find better nursing career opportunities

the Philippines in 2008, Nimrod started with a

but ended up doing a trainee position.

trainee position in the hospital due to the
oversupply of Nurses during his time. Hospitals in
the Philippines during his time took advantage of
the many unemployed Registered Nurses who wish
to work as Nurses in public and private hospitals.
He started to work for a couple of years at the local
tertiary Hospital which most of his shifts are at the
Emergency Room (ER), Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU), and Obstetrics (OB) wards. There is an
oversupply of nurses back on his time so the
hospitals usually give a trainee position which has
the same work responsibilities as paid staff
members. I think being a trainee was not that bad
because a lot of other nurses can’t even get that
position easily, so I took it to get some experience.
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"I enrolled in a nursing master’s degree
back then and manage to finish around
15units and applied for a teaching position
at MMSU (which they only contacted me
after 6 months when I was already in
Manila) but my studies were cut short
when I went to Metro Manila and try my
luck there but they also offered a trainee
position", he narrates.

"Foreign nurses'
ability to learn faster
is influenced by
workmates' attitude
towards foreigners or
managers'
involvement as well."
N I M R O D

B A C R O Y A
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Journey to Finland

Moving Forward

While working with a trainee position in Manila,

Part of his qualification and the credentialing

Nimrod found a job advertisement in Finland for

process is doing practical training in a tertiary

nursing assistants. He took the chance to apply for a

hospital in Finland. While doing his practical

position. He was recruited to work as a nursing

training, his mentor was amazed at his skills and

assistant but started with a cleaning position. He

competencies and was offered a job even before

swallowed his pride just to start a new beginning in

graduating. In Finland, nursing students have a

Finland. The recruitment agency however sent him

chance to do nursing jobs with a certain number of

for practical nursing studies and continue to work

units where they can function as nurses provided

in the nursing home where he was originally hired

that they are under supervision by a named mentor

to do work. He never loses hope and finds ways by

in the workplace. He was lucky enough to work

himself on how he would become a Registered

immediately after graduating at the Helsinki

Nurse.

University Hospital.

"I started my nursing career here in Finland as a

"I had a chance to work M20 ICU ward in

licensed practical nurse or lähihoitaja as what they

MeilahdenTornisairaala during the start of the

call it here. Ever since I came, my goal was to work

pandemic. My mentor was amazed that I

here as a registered nurse so I had two options

performed so well and told me she never had a

either I go through the bridging program or

student with that many skills, but of course, I told

complete my requirements by enrolling in school

her my secret that I was a nurse in my home

here in Finland. In the end, I decided to enroll at

country. After the ICU ward I got a workplace at

Arcada for the reason that I will get to study for free

Haartman Hospital, it was an acute care medical

and get a diploma from a school here in Finland

ward so it means the workload was a bit heavy but

which gives me also the possibility to work with

I learned a lot of new things. Currently I am working

other EU countries."

at Attendo Harmonia as Sairaanhoitaja in our unit."
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Challenges as an
Internationally
Educated Nurse
"The common challenges would be language and
communication, it would be hard to work without
knowing the language well especially when it come to
health care since the life of a person depends on us
when sometimes fast decision making is necessary to
save someone’s life. The language barrier also leads to
another challenge which is when the clinical
competence of a foreign nurse is doubted when
language skills is lacking and which usually leads to
another challenge which is the feeling of
unacceptance in the workplace. Adequate language
training is usually the solution but learning should
happen in a conducive work environment. What I
mean is that a foreign nurse’s ability to learn faster is
influenced by workmates/staff attitude towards us
foreigners or managers involvement as well. Some
orientation for staff might work to let them to know or
realize what foreign nurses are going when coming to
work in a foreign country."
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There are a lot of opportunities
when you come to Finland, be nice
and patient and just make sure you
bring with you a lot of motivation
and courage that’s all.
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FILIPINO
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